Wireless technology is now an integral part of communication network infrastructure. From their first beginnings, such as connection-oriented General System Mobile networks for voice traffic only and connectionless wireless local area networks for data traffic, new generation wireless networks are connection-oriented and provide differentiated services to the user. With the arrival of more sophisticated services and mobility, have arisen the need for Connection Admission Control and traffic scheduling in the network to enhance the Quality of Experience (QoE) of the user and optimizing the revenue in dynamic workload environments. A great deal of research effort has gone into the study of the performance of one such network standard, namely the IEEE 802.16 networks. Most optimization studies focus on scheduling (a very mature subject in computing) and ignore connection admission (a very mature subject in telephone engineering) or vice versa. In this paper we hypothesize that one should not study the two in isolation and provide empirical evidence to prove our hypothesis.
Introduction
While only relatively recently standardized, IEEE 802.16 or WiMAX networks have been receiving a great deal of attention in both industry and research. A WiMAX network consists of individual wireless cards, such as that shown in Fig. 1 (taken from [1] ) that act either as a Base Station (BS) or as a Subscriber Station (SS). Resource allocation is performed by the Scheduler in the Medium Access Control layer (MAC) using, inter alia, information provided by the Connection Admission Controller (CAC).
The host interface communicates with the MAC controller and data transfer is directly to memory using Direct Memory Access. That is, the host writes packets to memory where the controller, using one or other scheduling algorithm, reads them and sends them. Quality of Experience (QoE) in the MAC-based bandwidth reservation scheme or Scheduler of IEEE 802.16, cannot be decoupled from the QoE routing protocols, and play a significant role in the determining routing performance.
With the Scheduler we understand not only the scheduling algorithm, but also the buffer management required to ensure the QoE associated with a specific Traffic Category (TC). The Scheduler is not involved in routing and connection admission is done in the host. A cross-layer approach [2, 3] is needed to make effective use of the MAC layer mechanisms when provisioning end-to-end QoE.
Although central to performance in the IEEE 802.16-2004 standard [4] , the authors purposely did not specify the scheduling and CAC details so as to leave room for a competitive advantage between implementors of the standard. Support for QoE, however, is a fundamental part of IEEE 802.16 MAC layer design [5] , where QoE is That the IEEE 802.16 MAC is connection-oriented gives an IEEE 802.16 network the advantage of having greater control over sharing network resources amongst individual connections, making it possible to provide better QoE. Scheduling services are defined and should be supported by each IEEE 802.16 station for connection admission and transmission. These services are:
• Unsolicited grant service (UGS) that caters for real-time, fixed-size data packets with constant bit rate. This service is granted at regular time intervals without a request or polls. An example of UGS traffic is VoIP.
• Real-time polling service (rtPS) that caters for real-time data packets that vary in size generated at periodic intervals, such as MPEG video, where packet sizes are not fixed.
• Best-effort (BE) service makes no guarantee of service from the network. To guarantee a minimum bandwidth, the connection must subscribe to the nrtPS service. An example of BE traffic is web browsing data.
• Non-real-time Polling Service (nrtPS), designed for connections that do not have time response requirements. nrtPS is similar to BE. It only differs from BE in that it guarantees a minimum band-width. An example of nrtPS traffic is FTP.
• Extended real-time variable rate (ertPS), which was added in IEEE 802.16e-2005 or Mobile-WiMAX, that supports real-time applications where the applications require a guaranteed data rate and delay. This service is for applications that would typically, in IEEE 802.16-2004, subscribe to the rtPS service even though they may behave similar to UGS traffic at times, such as VoIP with silence suppression.
The IEEE 802.16 standard describes both Point-to-MultiPoint (PMP) or Mesh (MSH) modes. In Sect. 2 we discuss these modes and the different admission control paradigms. In Sect. 3 we explain the roles of, and the functional relationship between, the IEEE 802.16 Scheduler and CAC. Sect. 3 also presents the proposed Scheduler and CAC relationship framework and shows that it can represent each of the possible modes of operation identified in Sect. 2. Sect. 4 explains that the CAC and Scheduler synergy is basically a feedback loop and in Sections 6 and 5 we descibe how we set about showing this relationship and give the results of our model in the last Sect. 7.
Operation
In the PMP mode of IEEE 802.16, Subscriber Stations (SS) communicate with the Base Station (BS) that acts as a central hub. The BS regulates the UL and DL transmissions between itself and its set of SSs, in a star topology.
The Mesh mode of operation is moreover characterized by a multi-hop environment where every SS can communicate with every other SS as well as the BS. Even though CAC is not a MAC function, it is central to the QoE operation of IEEE 802.16 in either mode of operation.
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Apart from the modes, there are two admission control paradigms or traffic granting schemes defined in IEEE 802.16: Either Grant-Per-Connection (GPC) or Grant-Per-Subscriber-Station (GPSS). Under GPC, multiple bandwidth grants are made to each SS, i.e., a grant is made for each connection at an SS. In the case of GPSS, one aggregated grant is made to an SS for all connections to that SS. The SS is then responsible for sharing its aggregate grant between its connections.
Scheduling and CAC in IEEE 802.16
Performance models found in the literature [5, 6, 7] either consider the IEEE 802.16 Scheduler or the CAC, but nowhere, that we have seen, do researchers distinguish adequately between the roles of either or identify the relationship between the two. While the Scheduler independently builds the DL-MAP and UL-MAP, the CAC needs to know about the available resources and consequently, whether to admit or deny a connection of a particular traffic type. Such information or control flow is often confused with the flow of data, perhaps because it is not clearly recognized that the two functions are located at different layers of the protocol stack. the protocol stack shows the data flow for UL and DL traffic arriving at and departing, respectively, from the BS. On the right-hand side, the relationship between the Scheduler and CAC are shown.
Connection Admission Control
The CAC manages Bandwidth Requests (BWRs), which are essentially connection requests transmitted from an SS to the BS. Each BWR is associated with an SS and connection IDs and is either a request for establishment of a new connection (dynamic service addition, DSA) or a request for connection change of a presently in-service connection (dynamic service change, DSC, or dynamic service deletion, DSD). It is assumed that every connection, subscribed to a traffic category, demands the same QoE from the network as all other connections subscribed to the same traffic category. For the sake of simplicity, we did not consider DSC requests nor DSD requests that are necessary for closing connections.
In reality BWRs contend for admission to the BS in a contention period allowed for in the UL frame. We did not model this contention process explicitly and all BWRs therefore arrive directly at the BS CAC queue. Even though the system operates in GPSS mode, an SS does not issue requests for aggregated connections. Rather, in our interpretation of GPSS was to allow individual requests from an SS to arrive directly to the CAC. We assume however, that an SS is therefore still responsible for sharing its aggregated resource grant amongst its connections in true GPSS mode. Fig. 3 shows the Process Flow Chart for the CAC. On evaluating a request, the CAC first determines whether it is a DSD or DSA. DSD requests are always admitted since this releases resource for future connections. DSA requests for the BE traffic category are also always admitted since these make no QoE demand. QoE DSA requests, i.e. associated with UGS, rtPS and nrtPS traffic categories, are evaluated as follows. There are two aspects to consider when evaluating a DSA request for a non-BE traffic category: fairness and QoE. These factors overlap; fairness considers the way in that band-width is allocatable to SSs. QoE status considers the minimum mean band-width necessary for a connection to operate properly. The notion of fairness may be understood in the strict sense of the word as being fair across all traffic categories and to every SS. Equally, this makes it possible to discriminate amongst traffic categories and/or SSs in that the band-width sharing mechanism may be used by the network provider to try and solve some other optimisation problem such as revenue maximisation.
In order to ensure fairness across all QoE traffic categories, thresholds are put in place at the SSs and BS to limit the maximum number of connections that may concurrently be in service per SS and BS. Additionally, there are thresholds for the total number of concurrent connections in service for the SSs and BS regardless of the traffic categories. To ensure that sufficient band-width is available to concurrent connections, the fairness thresholds should consider the minimum mean band-width requirements across all QoE traffic categories. If these parameters are not selected correctly, QoE (in terms of band-width) may degrade. In summary, the following threshold parameters must be specified: The maximum number of concurrent connections 1. per SS per QoE traffic category.
2. per SS, for all QoE traffic categories combined.
3. at the BS, i.e. over the entire network, per QoE traffic category.
4. at the BS, i.e. over the entire network, for all QoE traffic categories combined.
The effect of admission of some traffic category connection on the QoE performance of other traffic categories is unknown and therefore all thresholds for delay and jitter must be considered -no matter which QoE traffic category the DSA request is for. If any of these thresholds have been reached, the request is denied. The BS 4
scheduler is responsible for estimating the real-time network performance in terms of delay and jitter. A choice of the threshold values involves an estimation of the effect a QoE connection admission may have on delay and jitter, not only on the connection's own traffic category, but also on the QoE on the other traffic categories.
Schedulers
The Scheduler shares the network resources amongst the connections that have previously been admitted. As seen in Fig. 2 , the Scheduler is responsible for both the UL-MAP, that decides the order of transmission from the SS to the BS, and the DL-MAP, that transmits data downward to the SS. Note that we do not explicitly consider data traffic destined for an Internet fixed-line network, since we assume that these will be sent from the BS on a high bandwidth fixed-line modem that does not involve the Scheduler. Data arriving at the BS from the Internet environment, or new connection requests arriving from there, are treated similar to wireless traffic originating at an SS.
The same scheduling process is executed by the BS DL and SS UL schedulers. This need not be so: the BS DL and SS UL schedulers may have different parameters configured. In fact, each SS may have its own parameter configuration. However, since this paper is not primarily concerned with partnering scheduling processes to optimize some aspect of system performance, it is necessary to ensure that the processes selected are at least compatible with one another. By using the same scheduling process for both the BS DL and SS UL schedulers, we ensure this compatibility.
MAC memory buffers are logically organized into four traffic category waiting lines: UGS, rtPS, nrtPS and BE. The QoE waiting lines, i.e., comprising of the first three traffic categories, are served in turn by a work-conserving Round-Robin (WRR) scheduler. Service quanta are assigned to each QoE waiting line. The quantum, called a data quantum in what follows represents the amount of data to serve from the associated QoE waiting line while it has backlogged data. Since PDUs vary in length across and within traffic categories, an approximation to the WRR algorithm was implemented namely, each quantum represents the amount of data that must at least be served before the next waiting line may start receiving service.
The BE waiting line is only served while all QoE waiting lines are empty since BE traffic makes no demand on QoE. Wireless link utilization is therefore increased when the QoE waiting lines are not backlogged. If a QoE PDU arrives at its waiting line and a BE PDU is already in service, the BE PDU will first be served completely before the QoE PDU will be put in service. Each of the QoE and BE waiting lines are served in a FCFS fashion, with no distinction made between the connections subscribed to the same service.
Furthermore, to control the jitter to a greater extent, the Scheduler visits QoE waiting lines for a given number of rounds, i.e. the QoE waiting line visit frequency per frame. Weights are chosen to share the band-width of each frame amongst the traffic categories and are used to determine the service quanta. By increasing or decreasing the round parameter, i.e., the number of rounds, the quanta are reduced or increased in size, respectively. In this way, jitter control is attempted.
Hypothesis
The hypothesis presented here is that CAC and scheduling cannot be studied independently in modeling the performance of IEEE 802.16 networks. In order to verify this, we next describe the results of experiments we did using a detailed or deep simulator we developed for the purpose [8] .
We distinguish between two levels of system performance, namely at the connection-level and at the packetlevel: The connection-level includes the management of connection-requests, while the packet-level includes the management of PDU packets within the network.
As shown in Fig. 4 , the CAC operates at the connection-level while the Scheduler operates at the packetlevel. This means that the connection-level performance at A in the figure is a result of the CAC policy, while the packet-level performance at B is effected by the Scheduler policy.
We hypothesize that there is synergism between these components: In other words, we expect that the performance measured at the connection-level is not only directly controlled by the CAC but also indirectly by the Scheduler. Moreover, performance measured at the packet-level is expected not only to be directly controlled by the Scheduler but also indirectly influenced by the CAC. The respective impact that these components have each others performance is a synergistic relationship that cannot be ignored in studying the performance of an IEEE 802.16g network.
In our study, we nominated connection blocking probability as the connection-level performance measure at point A since it is solely the responsibility of the CAC to grant or deny connection requests. As packet-level Figure 4 : Conceptual system activity levels and components involved performance indices we nominated throughput, delay and jitter performance metrics, as experienced by the user per connection per traffic category, since the Scheduler has sole responsibility for managing the order of transmissions.
In the next section we provide further evidence of the synergism that exists between CAC and Scheduler and suggest that these components influence each other through a non-linear feedback scheme.
Application Scenario
Fig. 5 the CAC decides whether to admit or deny connection requests based on the recent packet-level performance measured locally at the BS. Once a BWR has been granted, it generates PDUs that are, in turn, firstly transmitted along the UL, that is determined by the BS UL and SS UL schedulers, whereafter they are transmitted along the DL in the order determined by the BS DL scheduler. This mechanism is illustrate in that figure by a feedback loop from the BS scheduler to the CAC. The external arrival rate, X(t), of BWR's varies with time and without the CAC the unrestricted arrivals would lead to unpredictable QoE levels in the system. The purpose of the CAC is to avoid this and to manage the available resources. It does so by using the information about current QoE levels fed-back from the BS scheduler in deciding whether the QoE thresholds mentioned in Sect. 3 have been breached.
By introducing the CAC, instead, a feedback control is operated that endeavors to keep the QoE bounded , regardless of the changing X(t) over time. As described later-on, and illustrated by the block in the feed-back loop in Fig. 5 , the CAC algorithm is threshold-based. In other words, the CAC and Scheduler synergy is one of discrete time higher-order feedback control that would be near impossible to study analytically.
Rather than attempt an analytical study, the authors developed a simulator for the purpose of studying the synergy between the CAC and the Schedulers. Space does not allow us to describe this deep simulator and its associated workload generator in any detail and we refer the interested reader to the dissertation by Pileggi [9] and 6 the paper by Pileggi et al. [8] . Suffice to say that the simulation model of the system is based on the abstraction shown in Fig. 5 . In that figure,
• BWR denotes the input traffic process X(t) with mean X of all connection requests from all SS's of all traffic types at the BS.
• Let X d be the mean rate at which requests are denied and X g the mean rate at which requests are granted where clearly X = X d + X g .
• SS UL Scheduler policy denotes the scheduler at the SS generating a request.
• BS UL & DL Scheduler policy denote the UL and DL schedulers at the BS.
Each granted connection generates PDU traffic. Let L(t) with mean value λ, denote the arrival rate of PDUs at the SS UL scheduler. Traffic is the PDUs traffic produced by the mean input rate X g of granted connections that remains the same at the Medium (DL) output in Fig 5. Using the simulated model, we show that the choice of CAC policy affects the system QoE and that the CAC and Scheduler policies interact. In other words, if one wishes to maintain the chosen QoE, one has to be aware that the effect of choosing a particular CAC policy, has consequences on the decision of the PDU scheduling policy.
For our experimentats, we chose λ is the independent variable versus which we plot the performance indices (PDU mean delay, jitter or throughput) predicted by the simulation for various combinations of CAC and SCHED policies. In other words, although X(t) changes over time, we assume X to remain constant while X g changes as a result of the feedback. In our experiments, we therefore changed the mean total packet arrival rate λ from the external environment EN V and observed the QoE metrics as a result.
Methodology
In order to verify our hypothesis, we experimented with two different CAC policies and two different scheduler algorithms while keeping everything else the same. For this, we needed a baseline which is the system model definition excluding the CAC and Scheduling components and simulation execution parameters. It includes the PHY, workload model, frame aspect ratio and fragmentation parameters. The baseline model was devised to ensure that the experimental results are that of a typical and plausible system scenario.
The PHY parameter values, selected from the standard specification, as well as the frame aspect ratio and fragmentation parameter values, are listed in Table 1 . The maximum fragmentation value is the maximum size of the data unit that will be transmitted.
Parameter Value
Frame duration (T f rame ) 1ms UL wireless modulation rate (M CS U L ) 80 Mbps DL wireless modulation rate (M CS DL ) 40 Mbps Connection contention duration (T conn ) 50µs DL:UL frame ratio 668:332 Maximum PDU fragment size (C f rag ) 1280 bits The BS allocates UL transmission time to each SS. However, an SS can only transmit a PDU if there is sufficient time to transmit the entire PDU. If the SS is allocated time less than that of the fragment size it will not be able to transmit that fragment. If the BS is not able to allocate enough band-width during system operation to an SS, that SS becomes deadlocked. This study does not concern itself with the optimum fragmentation value. We only had to prevent the system from entering a state of deadlock, i.e., permanent congestion by choice of an appropriate value for C f rag in Table 1 .
The percentage of traffic generated by each application type at the connection level, was estimated using the Internet traffic study [10] . In the simulation model, we adjusted the mean PDU length of each application such that these relative volumes of the various application or traffic classes remained the same for different λs (see Sect. 4.
In order to manipulate the average arrival rate X, we adjusted the mean inter-arrival time of each traffic application at each SS such that all traffic categories generate traffic at a mean rate of 2 Mbps.
As far as the packet-level arrival rate at the BS from the INET node was concerned, the mean arrival rate scaling parameters were changed by a factor of S × γ, where S is the number of SSs in the system and γ is the percentage of SS-generated traffic destined for the Internet. In our system, we choose γ = 0.5 but clearly this value is arbitrary.
Admission Controllers
As suggested before, we chose two admission control policies, CAC1 and CAC2 for our experiments. In fact, we used the same admission controller algorithm for each CAC but with different values for the parameters as seen below in Table 2 . The number-of-connection thresholds were chosen by inspecting preliminary simulation runs with an admit-all 2 CAC, so as to limit the number of voice and video connections over the network. The delay and jitter thresholds were selected to be of milli-second resolution and stricter threshold values were set for voice than for video. 
Schedulers
It is worth remembering that there are actually three distinct scheduling processes involved in IEEE 802.16, namely the BS UL-, BS DL-and the SS UL schedulers. To restrict the degrees of freedom in the experiments, the same scheduling algorithm was used for each of these schedulers, differentiating between the SCHED1 and SCHED2 by selecting different algorithm parameters values, shown in Table 3 .
Scheduler parameter values were selected such that either voice or video traffic would be favored, or both would be served the same. Therefore, SCHED2 was parameterized by adjusting various service ratios to favor the classes differently.
Execution Parameters
The simulator execution parameter values remained the same for each experiment. Table 4 shows the parameter values for all the experiments. We calculated elsewhere that with a third of the radio frame dedicated to UL data transmission, the system is fully utilized at a rate of 4.4 Mbps. We therefore selected a range of traffic intensities below 4.4 Mbps for our experiments.
From preliminary runs, it was apparent that the initial transient ended at a 1000 seconds. However, because we wanted to obtain as much performance data as possible given the amount of available RAM and ROM memory, we ran the simulation for 6500 seconds. The initial seed of the random number generators is arbitrarily chosen and provided for repeatability of the experiments. 
Independent Variable
In each experiment the total mean arrival rate λ at each SS (in Mbps) was the independent variable. It is important for the reader to note that λ is the mean arrival rate of packet-level data for data subscribed to all traffic categories collectively at each SS from an external environment. We assume that an external environment is a saturated IEEE 802.11 (or WiFi) network serving traffic with a varying maximum capacity. The connection-level workload is therefore assumed to remain the same for these changes in packet-level rates arriving at the SS.
Experimental Design
Altogether, 4 experiments were performed with the following CAC and Scheduler combination for each experiment: Each experiment reported both connection-and packet-level QoE performance for different mean arrival rates as mentioned in Sect. 5.4). In particular, as a connection-level performance indicator, we considered blocking probability for UGS and rtPS separately.
As packet-level indicators, we considered delay, i.e., response time, and jitter experienced over the whole network, also for UGS and rtPS separately. Specifically, we considered the delay and jitter per connection per traffic category, having defined jitter as the absolute difference in the delay of two consecutive PDUs associated with a particular connection. Finally, throughput was considered separately for UGS, rtPS and BE and cumulatively.
There are several advanced statistical sampling techniques, such as the repeated runs and batch means methods [11] , whereby point-estimate predictions are possible using only a few (about 30 [12, 11] ) i.i.d. samples. By using sufficient i.i.d. samples, one can statistically predict the accuracy of the point-estimate under consideration with a certain level of confidence [13, 12, 11] .
However, we had to take into account the practicalities of the system: Due to the system's complexity, it takes a long time (both simulated and real time) for an accurate parameter estimation. Therefore one must consider the time-relevance of the performance estimator: When compared to the average connection holding time, it does not make sense to report a mean value for a network operation period many times longer. Also, when the variance in the system performance is high over such a practically long time and varies drastically over different time intervals, as we show in Sect. 7, mean values over the entire duration of the network life-time as a performance indicator does not make much sense when making user experience guarantees. A running mean (or moving average) is a better estimator of QoE.
Furthermore, it was not our objective to prove any one RaCM configuration superior. We are only concerned with obtaining comparable data to show that synergy exists. At the start of a simulation run, the simulator does not immediately exhibit typical behaviour of the system, primarily due to starting conditions [13, 12, 11] . We inspected our performance results for the simulation runs and identified an initial transient time after which we could start considering data samples to be representative. The initial samples, assumed to be biased, were not considered to compute performance statistics [13] . By plotting the mean number of connections active in the system over time, the initial transient was identified.
Moreover, the system connection behaviour was investigated to identify activity-regions that were likely to be a result of some rare events. The mean number of connections in the system were inspected over time to identify regions that may be rare event occurrences. By ignoring rare event data, we can compare performance statistics without having to consider the influence of such rare events. The reader is referred to the more detailed report in Pileggi [9] for further information.
We identified a section of time after the initial transient that does not contain any of these rare event occurrences, making sure that this section was the same for each of the different experiments. We consider the data contained in the section as consequential data, i.e., they result from the system operating a particular configuration: All experimental variables of the baseline model, described in Sect. 5, were initialized to the same state at the beginning of each experimental run for each experiment. Furthermore, the experiments generated a vast amount of performance data. Even though this means that the samples are correlated for each individual run, the particular correlation effects are consequential for the samples of each experiment.
Since we have consequential data, it was not necessary to employ advanced statistical techniques, such as calculating confidence intervals. Due to the correlation between the consequential data samples, confidence intervals would firstly be optimistic. Furthermore, given the particularly large number of packet-level samples obtained, the confidence intervals would tend to zero.
The mean value of each performance estimate suffices to contrast the experimental results. In addition to the mean value, the standard deviation may also be used, as shown briefly in Sect. 7.
Finally, since SSs may go into a state of deadlock due to the BS UL scheduling process, as is explained in Sect. 5, and buffer management are out of the scope of this study, some PDUs are in the system for an abnormally long time. Practically, if a connection is established but the user does not receive service for his data, the user would typically terminate the connection after some time, even though the data are still waiting to be served by the network. These performance data were considered irrelevant since the user did not perceive the performance at the actual time at which these data were transmitted.
Experimental Results
We ran simulations for the four CAC/Scheduler pairs and for six different arrival rates, i.e., 24 simulation runs, in parallel, 4 runs at a time. Two 2.13 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo machines with 2 GB of RAM each were used and generated approximately 200 GB of trace data, taking about 2 weeks to finish. The trace data were processed, requiring several more hours.
We remind the reader that it was not our objective to prove any one RaCM configuration superior. We were only concerned with showing that synergy exists.
As is found in related literature, such as by Ali et al. [14] , by changing the Scheduler, packet-level performance is effected. This expectation is verified by considering the mean 3 UGS and rtPS delay and jitter as workload intensity varies: Plots of mean UGS and rtPS delay are shown in Figures 6 and 7 , respectively; mean UGS and rtPS jitter are shown in Figures 8 and 9 , respectively. Even though Ali et al. mention the importance of the [14] , they describe the design of the Schedulers without investigating the effect of the particular interdependent relationships between each of the CAC-scheduler configurations. Inspecting the delay and jitter results, it is apparent that, by operating different CAC configurations with the same system scheduler configuration, the network performance at the packet-level is affected significantly, i.e., up to 600% different, as is apparent in Fig. 6 for SCHED1 experiments and workload intensity 2.8 Mbps. This proves that there exists a dependency relationship: The scheduler-managed performance is directly affected by the particular CAC employed and therefore, the Scheduler is dependent on the CAC, although it is left for future work to determine this relationship. It should also be pointed out that the packet-level performance is impacted differently for each of the different workload intensities.
The graphs of mean UGS, rtPS and BE throughputs are show in Figures 10 through 12; Fig. 13 shows the mean throughput for the combined traffic in all the categories. There does not seem to be a significant difference in the mean throughput metric for the different experiments. This is to be expected since throughput is measured per traffic class as an aggregation of connection throughputs, different from the delay and jitter metrics. The mean UGS and rtPS throughputs increase monotonically for an increasing mean arrival rate, as well as for the overall traffic category aggregate -as one would expect. The mean BE throughput initially increases; at some point it starts to decrease as the UGS and rtPS throughputs become sufficiently large. This illustrates how the Scheduler uses BE data effectively when there is little or no priority traffic. Additionally, Fig. 13 shows the overall mean throughput increasing at a decreasing rate as the wireless link becomes fully utilised. Similarly for the connection-level performance metric, i.e., connection blocking probability, the blocking probability is expected to differ when experimenting with different CACs and a fixed system Scheduler configuration. These differences are evident, as shown in Figures 14 and 15 for UGS and rtPS, respectively. More importantlyhowever, by fixing the CAC and experimenting with different Scheduler configurations, it is also apparent that the estimated blocking probability differs significantly, i.e., with up to 35% as is apparent in Fig. 14 for the CAC1 experiments and workload intensity 3.6 Mbps. This implies that there is a dependency relationship between the CAC and Scheduler components; this is a relationship in that the CAC is dependent on the particular Scheduler. The results therefore suggest that there is an interdependent relationship between the CAC and Scheduler components, as hypothesised: There is a synergism between CAC and Scheduler. As mentioned before, the standard deviation may also be used to illustrate the synergy.
Rather than repeat all the mean value results, consider the standard deviation for UGS and rtPS delay, shown in Figures 16 and 17 , respectively. Performance data where the Scheduler remains the same but the CAC is changed, are considered in particular, namely SCHED1 with CAC1 and SCHED1 with CAC2; each for workload intensities 2.4 and 3.6 Mbps. Finally, as the independent variable, we compute the standard deviation in delay for consecutive 1000s intervals, with the first starting at 1000 seconds and the last starting at 4000 seconds. For both workload intensities, it is apparent that a significant difference in the standard deviation of UGS and 13 rtPS delay results for different CAC configurations, confirming once more that the Scheduler is dependent on the particular CAC employed. An important aspect of our experimental methodology is also clearly shown in Figures 16 and 17 : By considering consecutive 1000 second intervals for the same workload intensity and CAC and Scheduler configuration, the standard deviations of UGS and rtPS delay both fluctuate greatly over time. It is therefore not correct to attempt to determine the true mean of system performance indices for the system operation time tending to infinity. Rather, as just shown, we considered a mean for a more relevant period of time, specified in Sect. 6.
Finally, it is important to note that, in the case of both connection-and packet-level statistics, it appears that the extent of the degree in performance differences are not necessarily constant. This is firstly attributed to the complex nature of the system: The selection of an important performance-impacting parameter (i.e., UL/DL frame ratio) is, inter alia, a function of the arrival rate. Lastly, one must take into account the observation interval over which performance data was observed, as explained in the previous paragraph.
Conclusion and Open Problems
In this study, it was our intention to show that when one employs a measurement-based admission control policy, i.e., there exists a synergy between the CAC and Schedulers, the synergy, which we also describe as a feedback-control system, is to be exploited carefully to assist in designing superior service management policies. As already mentioned, it was not our intention to prove any one policy superior and therefore, as our results suggest, this synergy can have significant effects on system performance.
We have made the assumption that the environments are saturated IEEE 802.11x networks. This meant that we could conduct experiments for different packet arrival rates. However, further work should be done to study the system where the environments are not saturated, i.e., the packet workload behaviour will be directly related to the connection workload workload.
